Papillion Police Department Launches “Drive Like Neighbors”
Safe Driving Campaign Targets Aggressive and Distracted Driving

PAPILLION, Nebraska, March 9, 2017 – In response to community concern about unsafe driving habits, the Papillion Police Department has launched the “Drive Like Neighbors” Safe Driving Campaign. The campaign will focus on educating the community about safe driving practices and include special enforcements at Papillion’s busiest streets and intersections.

“This campaign encourages residents to drive with patience and consideration — as if others on the road were their neighbors,” said Papillion Police Chief Scott Lyons. “We want to remind drivers in our community that aggressive and distracted driving places others around them in danger.”

The campaign will target a variety of reckless driving habits, including speeding, running red lights, improper turns, and texting and driving. The department will provide tips and information about safe driving practices on its social media, the City of Papillion’s cable channel Papio Vision and through other community outreach.

Lastly, the department’s special enforcements will educate local drivers and aim to change driving habits through tickets, as well as written and verbal warnings. The department is seeking grant funding to support these enforcements.

Follow the Papillion Police Department on Facebook and Twitter for more updates and information from the “Drive Like Neighbors” Safe Driving Campaign.
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